m-ANY native speakers believe that ' our ) mguage can be manipulated like a boy's mechanical-builder set with its interchangeable parts that can be put together in every which fashion and that in English one can say any old thing in any old way. Such a belief is naive, for English is structured with a large rpimber of syntactic patterns that we are compelled to follow. As a quick example, consider this noun group: Our first large authorized class party. Each of the five modifiers belongs in a class by itself and takes its predetermined position in the pattern.1 If you change the order of these modifiers in any way, you will get a nonEnglish sequence. And with many other patterns the same is true. We are pattern-bound in language just as we are culture-bound in mores. Now one would think that the numerous patterns of English, after centuries of development, would have become so refined as to be clear and unequivocal vehicles of thought. But such is not the case. On the contrary, there are many syntactic patterns that are open to ambiguity. It is these ambiguous patterns that I propose to describe--'There is nothing "natural" about the order of pre-noun modifiers. In Russian, for example, one says "gray two horses" and "two my friends." not all of them to be sure, but those that may be of greatest interest to the teacher of composition. At the outset we must be clear on one point: we are dealing with ambiguities in the written, not the spoken, language.
First, it may be useful to distinguish between two kinds of ambiguity, lexical and structural. In lexical ambiguity.
the multiple meaning resides in the words themselves, as in this news item from a California paper: "Rcv. Keith
Hammond was congratulated on being able to get his parish plastered." Structural ambiguity, on the other hand, results from the arrangement of the words, that is, from the structure of the utterance. It is sometimes known as syntactic ambiguity and, in older logic books, as amphiboly. Here is an example from a New York paper: "Whatever her thoughts, they were interrupted as the hotcl lobby door swung open and a young woman carrying a baby and her husband entered." Our concern here is with the latter type of ambiguities, and I will present them in a series of structural situations.
SITUATION 1 : Adjective + noun in possessive case + noun. As an example we may take a dull boy's knife. The trouble here is that the adjective may modify either the noun in the posses- I was talking about the books I had read in the library. E. Modificand + relative clause -Iverbal phrase.
We watched the old miner, Maheu, who was feeding his horse, begrimed with dust from the mine. There is also a theater located near the business district which is crowded every night.
I. Modificand + verbal phrase -Iverbal phrase.
I saw the rake lying against the box stuffed with leaves from my last raking.
SITUATION 18: Elliptical constructions. Sometimes the omission of words from a structure will result in ambiguity, as in these cases. Serve meat when thoroughly stewed.
For sale: Two Dutch rabbits, does, low cost. 3reeding age. Will breed if requested.
In this respect than and as well as are especially troublesome. Here is an example from Noah Webster:
. . . we are less under the influence of reeson [sic] than our ancestors.
And students will write sentences like these:
It is more important for me to enter the activities in high school than college.
I like my room mate as well as Janice.
SITUATION 19: Movable adverbial modifiers. The different kinds of adverbs and adverbial modifiers have allowable and non-alloN., able positions in various types of sentences, though this matter has never, to my knowledge, been thoroughly studied. At any rate, such modifiers do move around rather freely, and it is this freedom that betrays students into putting them in positions where they are ambiguous. Student writing contains many ambiguities Df this sort:
I repaired the car and returned the following day.
The hostess greeted the girl with a smile.
The crew chief will drive the truck, choose a suitable site, and unload the ammunition with the assistance of two helpers.
The bottle on the table there. SITUATION 20: Reference of pronouns, relatives, and demonstratives. This kind of ambiguity might be considered lexical rather than structural.
Words like he, it, they, her, which, who, this, and such are a constant source of ambiguity in student writing because they often refer to more than SOME STRUCTURAL AMBIGUITIES 485 one antecedent. The instances that follow are taken from both professional writings and student papers:
At 10 a.m. today the anchor will be carried out into Lake Ontario aboard a naval craft and consigned to the waters. The three chaplains will accompany it.
The local weather burnus are not permitted to dispute thc pcedictions of the central weather bureau, regardless of whether they are right or not. The Graf Zepplin was leaving Lakehurst Airport. Among the last to enter was Mrs. J. D. Smith, lone woman passenger. Slowly her huge nose was turned into the wind. Then, like some huge beast, she crawled along the grass.
Men like Brodie and Kolmer discovered vaccines and gave them to the public, but they were not successful. . . .
He had never gone ice-fishing from a hut like that.
The words this and which are a special source of confusion because they may refer not only to individual words but to word groups. The following cases are typical:
He was always bringing into the room a strange dog which he had found. This was a nuisance when I was trying to study.
She told me that Joe had come, which pleased me.
Biologists have discovered that fragments of chromosomes attach themselves to another chromosome which is called translocation.
Each room has two study desks and only one study lamp. This is very inconvenient because of poor lighting on one of the desks.
The foregoing twenty situations seem to be the ones responsible for much of the structural ambiguity that we find in student writing.2 Of those that remain we should take into account one set of situations which need not be described in detail and which can be lumped together in a single omnibus group of form-class ambiguities. 
